
Declaration of Independence - performance transcript

Barby 

This is A Painful Declaration of Independence.

Ama wrote for herself a poem, A Declaration of Indepen-

dence.  

Oh My Dear Brother,

the decision to

sever to separate

was not based on the knowledge of me

as a forever dreamer

unable and incapable of handling

the clear world of

take and



take and

             take

This is another Declaration of Independence.

For the women who contribute to me,

inspire me,

keep me alive.

My mothers,

lovers,

sisters,

cousins,

daughters,

comrades.

Co- Conspirators 



Womxn 

We remove the a and replace it with an x

Because we do not fit 

And will never fit

So our x is a refusal 

Of normative gendering 

Ungendered 

We are born in many bodies.

Bodies unseen

Unfelt

Untouched

Now 

Touched

Felt

Seen



Today we honour all those who came before

and invite all those who will come after

Be here

Be here with us

Today we gather here with you in grief and celebration

The independences we all fought for did not yield

The freedoms we ALL need and desire

Those independences so hard fought

We're brought down harshly by the powers that be

To remind us that we are powerless,



Incapable

Inadequate

Less than human

But we know that this is an untruth

And that truth stands with us

Truth is ours

Truth is a place where joy and suffering co-exist

Truth comes from listening

Hearing

Being willing to not know

We are amplifying this call to independence to redefine what 

this means

- We express in this declaration that …



OUR INDEPENDENCE IS MEANINGLESS UNLESS IT IS 

LINKED UP WITH THE TOTAL LIBERATION OF ALL PEO-

PLES OF ALL ABILITIES, AGES, RACES, GENDERS and 

SEXUALITIES.

This is our interdependence- this is the truth 

 

For all the times that we have been

Silenced

Spoken about

Put down

Pushed aside

Turned away

For all the times that we have



Laboured

Been

Under and over educated

Had our homes and livelihoods taken away  

Had our babies taken away

Or been denied health care

Or raped

Or killed

For all the times we have been forgotten

In the writing of your histories

We have believed and walked sleeping

Into your nightmares



We have now awakened.

We will not sleep anymore.

Today, from now on, there is a new womxn in the world!

I am here because of you.

We are here because you were there.

The city screams…..

The world is screaming

No justice, no peace

No justice, no peace

No justice, no peace

This is our Declaration of Independence.



This is our circle

Our Circle

A cleansing of our communities

A ritual to re-establish the social, cultural and political order

A communal and societal purification

This is for us

We do this for us

To protect and purify ourselves

We evoke this declaration as a symbolic shield against out-

side dangers that threaten us

Today 

We witness each other

Care for each other



Speak to each other

Listen to each other

Protect each other

Defend each other

For us the circle  provides space

fresh possibilities

connections,

collaboration and understanding.

We have been creating this Declaration of Independence 

while in a global pandemic.   

We are confined to our homes and separated from our fami-

lies, friends and loved ones.   

We watch as the virus disproportionately kills people like us, 

because of the underlying conditions we have.   



The conditions that are more that health conditions.   

The conditions of the afterlives of hundreds of years of en-

slavement, coloniality, oppression and racism.   

We are on a call.   

We are in separate spaces, in London, Turkey, Newcastle, 

North Wales, Aberdeen, Vancouver and Grenada.  

We are not together, but we are surprisingly close.  

We are in a ceremony of our voices, our movement and our 

togetherness.   

To feel our closeness, we draw on the strength of the of 

memories of our foremothers buried deep within our bodies.   

Listening to each other 

As we dance in the twilight 

Holding each other in our hearts  



While we stamp our feet on the warm dark red earth of our 

imaginations 

Bodies making ancient gyrations and repetitions  

Listening with our eyes  

Our hands  

Our hips 

Hips calling other hips to respond to the movement of the 

stars  

And the crackle of the fire and the beat of the drum 

The holler of their voice and the curve of their waist  

All our cells are jumping with the energy of this light  

Drawing nourishment from the blood vessels that originated 

in the mitochondria of our ancestors 



Finding my soul,  

Finding your soul as we raise our voices and we dance 

They restricted us,  

But like ancient times  

We found ways to do it anyway  

We found profound ways to be together 

Gail  

December 2020 and I am wondering what would it take to 

make A declaration of independence at the end of this year 

that has brought so much death and brutality, so much care 

and love, so much aloneness and togetherness.  What would 

it require of me – how would it leave me – what am I declar-

ing independence from… there is much, too much that lies in 



that direction of flight, that takes fear and loathing as its 

point of departure, or that declares self-possession as the 

symbol of full human-ness….as the desired state of being. 

But… 

But… 

I am thinking about listening, listening to the words of oth-

ers who call me into voice 

I am thinking about listening, listening with all of me, with 

the desire and hope of me, with the need in and of me, lis-

tening with more than those instruments called ears… 

Listening beyond those receptors – listening with my eyes 

and my heart and my dreams…. touched by the words that 

are gifted so that listening becomes haptic – an aurality of 



touching, a touching aurality… so that this is a feeding lis-

tening… a listening that feeds me… like honey in mellifluous 

flow… 

 And in feeding, strengthens, and in strengthening, enriches, 

and in enriching, connects and brings into shape this, my de-

claration of independence… 

A declaration that I depend on to bespeak and connect me… 

to myself and others; to lean into… my own and the vulnera-

bility of others…making me less alone… as we encircle and 

acknowledge our pain so recognisable in the pain of others 

that to declare independence is non-sensical… is beyond 

sense…  



Only made meaningful through the attention and presence 

of others … as we share story, narrate histories, make mem-

ory, fashion vision and possibility through this haptic listen-

ing that resounds and in resounding crafts space for conjoin-

ing together… 

 Conjoining in a gesture toward and summoning of ‘we’ in 

the voicing of interdependent, independent declarations 

that denounce all that would kill we and deny us remedy; 

that announce all the violences that dis-member and annul 

we but which we refuse and temper into another fashioning 

of being; that announce all that we refuse alongside all that 

we embrace 

Declarations of independence that inherit the past, nourish 

our nows and conjure our futures…Declarations that guide 



like Harriet’s ‘North Star’ into freedom; Declarations of the 

interstitial where the lived of ‘otherwise’ resides and maps 

the futurity that we bequeath those who come after as 

those who we came after bequeathed us possibility of ‘we’ – 

here and now 

Here and now in this community-in-making-in declaration-of 

interdependent-independence… 

Here and now in spiral time… 

Here and now in this embrace of together and singularity 

Here and Now this Declaration of Independence. 

Foluke  



We gather here in grief and celebration. we gather words to 

speak. to make declaration 

and my question is; what happens to a word after it is spo-

ken? my question is, where do words go once said? what 

happens when words exit mouths and meet air? 

do they float and dance before they fall? do they sigh before 

they fall asleep. do they weep and wait to be forgotten? 

what will happen to these words we speak? 

We gather here in declaration. where speak must listen. and 

listening must have a room that breathes. and breathing is a 

way to listen. breath to collect us from what distracts. 

breath to correct us from thinking only in facts. breath to 

connect one speech act to another. We ask you to breathe. 

You there in all the rooms behind all the screens, take a 

breath. a call for us to breathe together in this time space. 



breathe in. breathe out. breathe with. breathe so that the 

scattered become the gathered.  

we gather. here with speech and silences. with words and 

the spaces between words. with the words of Lucille Clifton 

who says that hearing and writing are almost the same. and 

with space for all that cannot be said. and with the words of 

Sylvia Wynter who says with words we can make ourselves 

anew. and with space for all that cannot be undone. we 

gather here as the speaker, the writer, the hearer, the lis-

tener, the breath and the word. wrapped in tender flesh. 

tender flesh. tender with questions. tender with doubt. 

what happens to a word that is spoken? who hears a spoken 

word? how can hearing gather itself to listen? and how can 

listening live and stay? and how can we stay and live togeth-



er? and how can togetherness become a word that we re-

member? how will we remember when we will always 

forget?  

breathe. breathe in. breathe out. breathe in. breathe out 

doubt. let breath speak. let breath listen. let breath repeat. 

in sacred repetition. repetition, recitation, resuscitation, 

revelation, reiteration. with rolling tongues and rewinds, we 

come again. and again. in. out. breath finding its rhythm. 

making us anew. in. ready to carry words. out. ready to car-

ry listening. in collective utterance. carried in air. spoken 

words happening in the speaker. happening in the room. 

happening in the listener. happening in all the rooms. speak-

er breathes; words happen clearer. rooms breathe; words 

happen louder. listeners breathe; words happen wider, far-

ther, deeper. we all breathe together and then no need. no 



need for the tension. for the tense of the question of what 

happens to a spoken word. spoken words are happening. 

again and again. happenings in the sense of plural and al-

ways. in the tense of present continuous. happening and 

happening. we are happening. sacred repetition. collective 

utterance. flesh memory. making ourselves. 

Jessica 

Like salt water  

at the ankles of our freedom 

this declaration of independence 

oceanic 

at the picket line,  



the voting booth 

the pre-natal visit 

the reading group 

the roadside shrine 

the  j’ouvert streets 

the communal farm 

the podium 

the alleyways we walk 

with moonlight as our protector 

we have fed these waters 

watered these fields 

grown this food of our redemption 

pots full of salted cod 

sliced greens, groundnut 

the millet of our becoming 



  

Again and again and again 

we declare 

again and again  

and again 

chalk-covered bodies 

these invocations 

transcend to worlds 

where our tongues are one 

there is no clock 

just a circle of being 

great great great great great and a  

long long long time ago 

 is here 

now 



between us 

this liberation, fleshy 

  

at our table of futurist remembrance 

at once ancestor and generation to be 

present in our sharing of  

banana and honey  

and the salinity of our transgression 

like salt water  

at the ankles of our freedom 

this declaration of independence 

together, independent 

together 

 

Be 



Repetition as ritual...we declare we would like it if;  

when the crisp morning comes and wipes away the frost of 

sleep from the petals of your eyes you rejoice at the bloom 

of breath that leaves the your mouth. The beauty of heat 

will let the cold know ‘I will hang suspended in the air until 

you feel my warmth’ Repetition as ritual.  As your chest ac-

cordion like moves with the motion of your thoughts; a quiet 

praise song for the ancestors who listen for your breath each 

morning and evening before they take flight to a dimension 

with no questions. What is it you need to know today? You 

miracle of the Sun and Earth? If you are beautiful enough? 

Lovable enough? Does a flower seek anything other than to 

be fed and watered? So you too should only look for that 

which fills you up and allows you to grow. The attention you 

seek is inevitable.  



Be still, Be bold. “Be simple like a flower“.  

What else is there to do? 

 

Yilis 

We would like it if we had more drums,  

heartbeats aligned with breaths, 

feet stomping towards freedom,  

                                                                    (rattle ends) 

Teachers using repetition,  

students paying attention 

We would like it if, time slowed down,  

passed wisely, waited for no one 



We would like it if,  

being uncomfortable  

or thinking you failed, was replaced by learning 

We would like it if,  

the goal was being better than yesterday,  

not better than someone else 

Repetition, intuition, coalition,  

pay attention to the voices of the margins 

Repetition, recognition, communication,  

pay attention to the emotions of those who need support 

Repetition, every day is a reset,  



what are you prepared to do for eachother 

Repetition, honour all who come to the table,  

flow of learning and knowing 

Repetition,  

no one can be free by themselves until we are all free 

Chantelle 

We are pre (dated) . We are (here) . We are pre (sent) .  

Past  

Preset 

Becoming 

Our relationship with ourselves is Ancient 



Our cells hold information  

They hold energy, they mutate. And renew 

Maintaining equilibrium as the movement of molecules 

evolve 

  

Our relationship to ourselves is tidal 

Metabolic 

Finding refuge at low tide.  

And still we rise  

Resist . Revolt . Resist . Revolve . Resolve .  

Resilient.  

Recover .  Resonate . Require .  Regulate . Redeem . 

Refuse .  

Replay . Respond . Redefine . Register .  

Reproduce .   

Rest  . Reflect . Remember . Repeat .  



Release .  

Restore . Reclaim . Rejoice . Rapture .  

Reborn, in the warm and soapy water.  

It is high tide and the frequency is rising.  

Re-enchanted as we transcend . 

Cho Ku Rei. Cho Ku Rei. Cho Ku Rei.  

Rolling. Boundless.  

Rhythmical. 

Beyond the edges.    

As we declare.   

Jodi



Making declarations that heal our preverbal 

“My declaration begins with a request.  

A request for time to heal…  

A request to question without verbal response  

  

This is because I recognise that there is a void within myself  

  

An unspoken space between home and where I am 

A diaspora within myself  

…Hireath?  

  

This happened before the verbal existed, it is present with-

out language 

Yet I still form the questions:  



  

Where does home lie?  

Is it within myself?  

  

Is it within my memories?  

Within the endless nerve-endings coursing through my mus-

cular tissues?  

Is it in my head or my heart?  

  

The search began in the preverbal and continues amongst 

the jumble of consonants and vowels.  

I fear that Hireath isn’t geographical but lives with in a con-

nection to self   

If this is Hireath  

If Hireath is within me, I will find my way home. 

  



I long for Hireath  

To cradle me close, to bring me to settle, 

A place that is somewhere between there and here" (gesture 

to chest) 

Shama  

Mouth my body knows 

What you had to swallow through triple migration 

What became normal to you walled in patriarchy 

Know 

I now I know I now I know .. 



Bundle of glowing grinning life  

you’re teaching me how to take up space and to love  

and to love taking up space and words with friends 

Encircling you, you engage. Two syncopated heartbeats once 

again 

Entranced in instinctive activity, hands searching. For once 

body slow. 

The love you embody stops strangers in their tracks 

And brings me closer - almost touching - to my own mother 

And my mother’s mother whose spirit still mothers us all 

You surprise us by walking like her :) 

My steady breathing calms us both.



whispering ALL (overlapping repeatedly)  - building to 

crescendo: 

KEIRA  - Listen to each other 

DEBORAH - hear the words 

DEANNE - Listen to each other  

ROMICA - hear the words 

KEIRA - ABC, free to be me, I’m a bird up in the sky, there’s 

a whole world to see 

ALL ( in the round repeatedly) 

KEIRA - ABC, free to be me etc… 



DEBORAH - ABC, free to be me… 

DEANNE - ABC, free to be me… 

ROMICA - ABC, free to be me… 

DEBORAH - Ha!  Who does she think she is...? 

KEIRA  

Listen to her, she’s still there 

Always has been and always will be 

Listen to her 

She’s skipping in the rain, dancing with each tear that falls 

for in its reflection, she can see a rainbow 

Listen to her 

Gladly, she is swept up by the raging winds of life 

For in its howls she still hears the whistling of that old song 



DEBORAH 

There’s a whole world to see’ 

KEIRA 

But i know you feel her 

That tugging in your chest  

DEBORAH 

Listen to her 

KEIRA 

That tingle down your spine 

DEBORAH  

Listen to her 



KEIRA 

That flicker , that warmth, that burning deep within you 

Listen! Listen to her  

whispering ALL (overlapping repeatedly)  

DEBORAH - hear the words 

KEIRA - listen to each other 

DEANNE - listen to each other 

ROMICA - hear the words 

DEBORAH  

Listen to each other 



Listen to each other with your heart open and your eyes 

closed so the words don’t get lost in the expression of pain,  

misread as indifference.  Listen to each other with your 

heart open and your mind in the clouds of dreams, where 

love is possible against the tide of today and yesterday, past 

hurts and misunderstandings.   

When I listen to you, I try so hard not to listen to the voice 

inside my head – not trusting…. 

Not trusting you… not trusting me…. not trusting myself…  

not trusting… my …. self… My self … Not trusting?… Second 

guessing …  

Listen to me! The heart speaks the silent prayers of the an-

cestors, of pain gone past, of tears, of laughter, of dreams, 

dreaming, singing, your life into being.  Woman girl yours is 



yours.  That is the call, Can you hear it’s beat, above the 

white noise? Are you listening? “We want what you want, 

what do you want?”… Second guessing...   

ALL ( in the round repeatedly) 

[ROMICA response - hear the words 

DEANNE call - listen to each other] 

[KEIRA call - listen to each other 

DEBORAH response - hear the words] 

ROMICA 

Listen to each other. Listen to each other, with unclenched 

jaws as well as ears picked clean. Listen with grace and pa-

tience and the knowledge that most of this is not about you. 



Listen like a prayer. Feel into the rhythm of language, what I 

am saying and choosing to leave out. Afterwards, let the si-

lence be a witness to our unfolding.  

My presence is not an accident. I am here and I am also 

there. In the collective memory of lentils being parsed in a 

back garden… in the distance between lips and a bottle’s 

mouth... big bowls of porridge ladled out to a line of gig-

gling cousins. A type of becoming. Ok, it is somewhat about 

you but it is also about them. That line of giggling brown 

cousins. 

  

Look, this is all the knowing I have. The ABC’s. What did I 

want when I made the journey home to you? Just this. A fa-

miliar space. A familial embrace. Let’s create circles with 



our arms and voices and bodies. Lining our wombs with vi-

sions of a better world for our daughters. Daughters birthed 

knowing a world which will hold them as lovingly as my own 

body. Always in circles something is learnt, much is held. 

Come. Let us bow our heads together, third eyes almost 

touching and finally start breathing.  

Because haven’t we both been holding our breath too long? 

whispering ALL (overlapping repeatedly): 

  

DEANNE - listen to each other 

ROMICA - hear the words 

KEIRA - listen to each other 



DEBORAH - hear the words 

DEANNE 

Listen to each other, hear the words.  Words of wisdom, 

words of anger, speaking from the heart.  Speaking loud or 

quietly,  fast or slow.   Pausing between words.  Do you hear 

what she says?  Do you understand what she’s saying?   

Sing the lyrics, feel the beat move to the rhythm.  

Interpretation of words, clarity, eloquence, expression. 

Misunderstanding, confusion, disorientation. 

Does it matter that she is a girl or a woman? 

She has a voice. (DEEP BREATH - EXHALE) 

I hear you.  

KEIRA - A woman who speaks must be heard 



ALL - I hear you 

DEBORAH - A woman who speaks must be heard 

ALL - I hear you 

ROMICA - A woman who speaks must be heard 

ALL - I hear you 

DEANNE - A woman who speaks must be heard 

KEIRA - I hear you 

DEBORAH  - I stand with you 

ROMICA - Ours is a declaration. 

DEANNE - A declaration of inter-dependence.  

Farhat  

Childhood   



She stole cuttings 

Smuggled them across borders 

Along with rare birds, taxidermied  

And illegally traded Kruggerands 

Shown boundless care and attention 

Fed 

Watered 

Always in the sunny spot 

Her flesh and blood,  

Were instead 

Force fed,  

Not fed 

Or fed with mouldy, out of date food 



“Why do you breastfeed your babies?” She asked 

“It’s disgusting… they won’t do anything for you” 

Nothing compares to her status 

It’s God given.  

Your mother, your mother, your mother. 

Paradise at her feet. 

People admire her 

Her garden 

Bonsai 

Home grown vegetables 

Organic of course 

Her ability to make and create 

To caminita into a room, aged 86 



“Green fingered” they call her 

“A formidable woman” 

“A survivor” 

And yes, those things she is 

But they turn a blind eye and refuse to believe 

That those same hands, fists, tongue and lack of heart 

Could cause such a rot in the roots of her own.  

The most devastating effects of a mother who abuses are 

   The lack of memory 

   The lack of the teachings of motherhood 

Without them,  

We have no roots 

No centre 

No sense of where we start or end 



No knowledge of how to mother our own 

Empty 

Blank 

Numb 

And floundering 

When asked,  

play with me Mama 

Anila 

MEMORY  

I witnessed it  

I saw it and heard it.  

But I didn’t remember 

Not even through dreams  

Asleep, I would scream and scream. 



Reliving unknown trauma. 

But, one day,  

I was told. 

So now, I know. 

I had to be told because I didn’t remember. 

  

SUCCESSION 

They say you had it rough 

A sister with polio, 

Kept in a cupboard 

She died. 

My mothers sister 

Married your brother 

She was told not to 

That he would be like you 



And he was like you 

She stayed with him  

Her son, his victim too. 

Now, he is weak, like you. 

Had she left,  

The cycle would have ended 

The perpetuate hate and anger 

Sense of entitlement 

The abused becoming the abuser 

  

ESCAPE 

My mother 

She got away 

The first time, you said you would change 

But you didn’t,  

Fist-to-flesh, again and again 



The second time she got ‘us’ away 

She never returned  

This time it was ‘Us’  

I was four, my sister unborn 

She didn’t care what people would say 

She knew to keep us safe 

From you. 

Then, after you, I was happy! 

A hot African sun 

Trees to climb 

Running wild  

Not a care 

I didn’t remember 

DECLARATION 



My Mother 

If it wasn’t for you  

We would be captive 

To Husband and Father  

Told what to do, Who to see, What to say 

We would be worthless and yet owe him everything 

I have my freedom because you are brave 

I have my independence because you acted 

Farhat 

Motherhood - the generational curse   

You’re a mother now 

Don’t be bitter 

Don’t be harsh 



It was a long time ago 

You’re a mother now 

You must understand 

You’ll be the same 

You’ll see 

You’re a mother now 

So bottle it up 

Let it ferment 

But don’t let it explode 

You’re a mother now 

Move on 

Forgive and forget 

Let it go 



Do it differently 

How? 

I am a mother now 

And still 

I struggle to play 

Khaver   

The tree knows their secret. 

It did not fall, 

 it was cut down. 

Cut down not because it was sick 

but because it was growing … 

  

They say when a wound is tired of crying 



it begins to sing. 

I know a caged bird can sing, 

but what if the wolf howled it was time 

and the bird couldn’t lift her wings, 

because they were too heavy with blood. 

  

They all think they know me. 

They think they know my story. 

They love to tell it again and again. 

I was common property 

 framed by everyone, 

I was to think his thoughts and feel his feelings. 

There was glory in my silence. 

  

Do you believe in ghosts? 

They Ransacked my blanket 



and bayoneted the dreams out of my pillow. 

It wasn’t my bed I woke up in this morning. 

The chamber was dark, 

but I could hear the wound weeping. 

I could feel the scar bleeding. 

Only a trickle at first 

but just like his torrent of eloquence, 

the scar poured out a torrent of blood. 

I recalled his inflated portrait above the mantle, 

stately figure standing in front of the fireplace, 

every inch of wall covered in trophies 

balanced so precariously 

waiting to be shattered by my whisper. 

These were unprecedented times he said. 

Unprecedented times 

required unprecedented measures. 



Sickness was invading by the herds. 

Boundaries had been transgressed. 

Opinions were forming scaffolds, 

Double ignorance had built his Folly. 

Mother be proud of thy seed he said. 

Nothing would be normal again he said. 

But somethings weren’t about to change. 

The unprecedented measures 

emerged from a rancid, putrid cesspool, 

he refused to acknowledge. 

Some wounds would fester. 

Others would grow. 

  

I lay motionless 

comforted by the warmth of my blood. 

I wondered how Indian it still looked 



now that he had made me Pakistani. 

Do you believe in ghosts? 

The callousness of the kick had thrown me. 

For a moment I thought he’d seen a stray dog. 

I cradled my bundle before I fell. 

before I felt the mimic of a little kick inside me. 

I don’t remember asking to be cannibalised. 

I wondered how to end the story. 

You see there are many great interiors 

into which we can retreat 

at such unprecedented times, 

but they all have their follies. 

Follies brimming with haunted rooms, 

corridors and bloody chambers. 

Bloody chambers in lockdown well before this one. 

Follies built with rancid putrid foundations… 



the work of benevolent terrorists. 

  

To my entrance he inscribed ‘Know Thyself’, 

He stood in the Great Hall behind his mask exhorting all 

present, 

towards the Truth, 

for it was the only way to know beauty he said. 

Love underpins the universe he said. 

A true life cannot be a good life without good friendship he 

said. 

Mother be proud of thy seed. 

Here in the womb of the world, 

thoughts, words and the deeds of men 

form, flutter and beat. 

They beat to their own drums 

and find glory in their beating. 



Judge dear mother, are we not men of thy blood he said. 

He put a premium on honourable behaviour, 

but his own was beyond dishonourable. 

His hypocrisy killed me. 

Did you say you believe in ghosts? 

Sorry what was that? 

I didn’t ask for the time Mr wolf 

I’m sorry you’re so bored Mr fox,* 

but whether I know the time  or not, 

time will mark your marks, 

the bells will toll, 

the clock will tick, 

 and bells will sing, 

habeas corpus habeas corpus. 

  

In such a hurry they were to draw their brutal line, 



Time was short, 

no time to wedge the earth before they hung me out to dry, 

but I had pockets, deep, deep pockets. 

What big pockets you have grandma. 

All the better to hold memories in. 

Waves of thoughts and the knots of history are so cumber-

some 

when they find us and they always do, 

foreign earth with English memories. 

You look prettier with your mouth shut he said 

  

They call their blood shedding holy. 

I shed blood and they call me unholy 

The clay was like the potter’s clay 

before He breathed His spirit into me. 

The  Exalted company  asked if I would shed blood. 



He replied He knew that which they knew not. 

Yes, the caged bird will sing 

but I will fly. 

my bloody wings will work a tapestry of grace, 

 eternal grace, 

a tapestry of grace to their disgrace. 

and seraphim will lift me up to the Holy holy holy that  

which was, it is and is to come. 

the time of silence 

is over. 

I will rise from the tributaries of my sister’s blood 

and the ashes of the sons you stole. 

Pay heed lest I become a tempest. 

I am the woman who has awoken, 

risen and found the path you hid. 



and I will never return. 

I have opened the doors of ignorance 

Pay heed lest I become a tempest. 

I will huff and puff and blow your walls down. 

I am reborn louder than a storm. 

it is time 

The tree knows their secret 

it was not cut down because it was sick 

but because it was growing… 

*Mr Lawrence Fox 

Anila 

SELFHOOD 

To speak of these things 



Is taboo 

Khaver 

Ta-Boo 

A word, 

With a troublesome legacy 

Us, 

With troublesome pasts 

Farhat 

Unless, 

We declare independence from it 

Our 

Declarations  

Of 

Independence.  

For true healing is when the spot where the wound once was 



Can be touched without flinching.  

This is our gift to our lineage.  

This means we can now play.  

This is my Declaration of Independence.  

This is my Declaration of Independence. 

This is my Declaration of Independence. 

INTRO  

Mbira chords  

Unison:  

{Whisper} Listen, Listen, Listen  



--  

PART 1:  

Moira:  

Where do you come from?  

Feet keep moving, but body is floating high above itself  

off-ground, off-sound, off-she goes at last  

and all that recognised, informed, attributed, 

inspired, defined, misaligned, all that was left 

behind.  

In the end I am me,  

not I, but we -  

Unison: Where do we come from?  

Sanah:  



Roots torn from soil. Scampering to find another landing, yet 

never quite landing anywhere. I am feeling the body of yet 

another womxn. Ravenous for a fertile touch. Falling 

through the bottomless air it is hard to kneel in worship. 

Preoccupied with the pain of removal. These screens are not 

a place for planting. Where can I find safe ground?  

Unison: Where can I find safe ground?  

Unison: {Whisper} Listen, Listen, Listen  

Sally:  

The wound has no place  

I see it moving through me  

As a nomad  

Stopping here and there 

Looking for a temporary shelter  

I sometimes like to call it a ‘wanderer’  



Perhaps this is how I can trick my pain  

To believe  

That a wound is rootless  

It comes and goes  

And always rhymes as it leaves  

To nowhere  

--(Music)  

Hannabiell will play a 10 seconds of the mbira  

Unison: {Whisper} Listen, Listen, Listen  

--  

PART 2:  

Sanah:  

this memory is a conjuring  

cooked up in a sizzling pan  



meat browning into a familiar golden  

I sprinkle Haradanya over keema like confetti  

a celebration of all that is not lost .  

for a moment I hear my voice instead of yours.  

reciting new recipes of home  

out loud  

Sally:  

I listen  

I listen to the sound of cracks in my body  

Feeling the corner of each bone making their 

statement of regeneration When something 

dies inside me  

Whether through time, lost desire or misinterpretation  

I tend to sit and induce stillness in myself  



In the cracks  

Moira:  

Listen - 

The moon shaped me,  

the ocean carved out my womb  

warming me in its waters  

cocooned in sand at the 

bottom of the dark sur-

rounded by my sisters.  

some of them are bones  

some of their children are bones  

some their children's 

children are bones and 



yet we dance, we 

bleed,  

we breathe and breathe  

Hannabiell:  

Listen  

Listen  

We are peaceful  

We believe in equality  

Listen to each other and share 

the light As long as we listen to 

each other, we will be alright 

I’ve learned to feel my pres-

ence.  

I’ve learned to ask myself questions.  

I’ve learned to listen  



--(Music)  

Hannabiell will play a 10 seconds of the mbira  

PART 3:  

Sanah:  

I am learning to carve the let-

ters N O in liberation But still 

the lacking comes knocking  

I let her in to rest  

At best, I fall headfirst into prostration  

I am most alive in this momen-

tary death This breath has be-

come my most loyal friend I 

reach for the unfamiliar body 

in the cold mirror She presses 



her outstretched palms against 

mine  

Unison: {Whisper} Listen, Listen 

Listen Listen  

Sally:  

Hold your breath  

Someone must be listening  

There is no such thing as a recipe  

Where bitter and sweet would taste the same  

In everyone’s tongue  

Where we can add salt to our skin  

And believe that it would not dissolve  

As we sweat  

And cry  



There is no such thing as the so-called ‘benefit of the 

doubt’  

So don’t give it to me !!!  

Don’t pretend we have a common ground  

One that is made of wet soil and trembling desires  

Maybe there is no such thing as listening  

When we know we are all making concessions  

But only few live in peace  

Hannabiell:  

I’m not sure about fate but I definitely know that 

there is a science to Faith A science to unlearn, re-

condition, and reposition your hateful disposition 

There’s a science you can follow to become the 

most actualised version of yourself A version of 



yourself that is not intimidated by my essence, 

style, or smile There’s a science to loving ourselves  

To being kind, gentle, and caring  

That kind of love is reassuring and enduring  

It allows us to stretch, grow, and reap the ben-

efits of our collective overflow I had to unlearn 

to feel my presence.  

I had had to recondition to ask myself questions.  

I had to reposition to listen.  

Unison: {Whisper} Listen, Listen, Listen  

Moira:  

Listen  

We, of shaken-heads and down-turned mouths, we of skin,  

We, of struggling motherhood, of exotic shopping aisles,  

of dead sons, of no second chances,  



of "where are you from?", of "go back, get out" 

We who dance, we who bleed,  

we who breathe AND BREATHE  

We who believe in freedom.  

Asked to justify geographies,  

asked to off-hand our histories, our hairstyles  

to drunken hands on night-time walks,  

as though we have one mouth to answer.  

--(Music)  

Hannabiell will play a 10 seconds of the mbira  

Unison: {Whisper} Listen, Listen, Listen  

--  

PART 4:  



Hannabiell:  

I am the person manifesting all the good and abundance I 

would love in my life.  

Unison: {repeat one at a time} I am the person manifest-

ing all the good and abundance I would love in my life.  

Hannabiell:  

Forgiving myself and others allows me to feel free and joy-

ful. I am grateful that I am letting go of the past and em-

bracing the present with love. I release all resistance to 

abundance and fully allow it into my life.  

I prosper with every breath I take.  

Unison: We all Breathe together  

Hannabiell:  



Prosperity is drawn to me when I become a Person of 

Increase and focus on giving. I am grateful for the 

abundance that is provided to me and that I share 

with others.  

Unison: Rest, Hush.  

Sanah: 

See me at my rest.  

Unison: Living the dream of rest.  

Sanah:  

Where the then, now and when  

hold hands and dance together  

each one in me I once rebuked  



Circling the sun in cere-

monial acceptance a cel-

ebration of selves  

softening into sleep on floating clouds  

Unison: See us at our rest  

Sanah:  

Where we have become the fan-

tasy of our ancestry Embodying 

the imagined spaces of future 

right now  

See us in these spaces  

Leaping from tight enclosures  

Of shoulds and musts, to-

do-lists, distraction Into 

self-authorised rest  



Radical rest  

Hush. Rest  

Unison: We are living the dream of rest.  

--(Music)  

Hannabiell will play a 10 

seconds of the mbira 

Hannabiell:  

Where do I come from?  

My spirit was created from an 

abundance of love From all the 

stuff one would find in the heav-

ens above The same as you is the 

same as me  



We all share the same 

amount of uncertainty All 

my cells are alive  

they thrive  

I thrive 

We are alive  

We all want to be free  

Please take a knee and listen to me  

Unison: {Whisper} Listen to 

me, Listen to me Moira:  

Ask me again,  

Where  

I  

Come  

From  



Everywhere  

Yes, I declare  

Everywhere  

we grow, we bloom,  

we abound.  

Ella’s Song (Lyrics and music by Bernice Johnson Reagon) 

We who believe in freedom cannot rest 

We who believe in freedom cannot rest until it comes 

Until the killing of black men, black mothers' sons 

Is as important as the killing of white men, white mothers' 

sons 



That which touches me most 

Is that I had a chance to work with people 

Passing on to others that which was passed on to me 

To me young people come first 

They have the courage where we fail 

And if I can but shed some light as they carry us through the 

gale 

The older I get the better I know that the secret of my go-

ing on 

Is when the reins are in the hands of the young, who dare to 

run against the storm 

Not needing to clutch for power 

Not needing the light just to shine on me 



I need to be one in the number as we stand against tyranny 

Struggling myself don't mean a whole lot, I've come to real-

ize 

That teaching others to stand up and fight is the only way 

my struggle survives 

I'm a woman who speaks in a voice and I must be heard 

At times I can be quite difficult, I'll bow to no man's word 

We who believe in freedom cannot rest 

We who believe in freedom cannot rest until it comes. 

------ 
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